Smartphones at a Glance

What is a Smartphone?
- A single device that functions as a phone, computer, camera, and more
- Access the internet via 5G, 4G, or LTE when WiFi is unavailable
- Connect to the internet via web browsers as well as apps
- Apps let you write email, check the weather, scan QR codes, get directions, shop, bank, track fitness goals, play games, and more

Considerations
- Operating system: Android or Apple’s iOS
- Cost of device: screen size & storage capacity determine price; older models will cost less
- Cost of plan: don’t pay for what you don’t need
- Use WiFi instead of data whenever possible

iPhone
- Very intuitive
- Fingerprint scanning & facial recognition technology
- Operating system: Apple iOS—cannot be customized
- Great camera

Galaxy
- Intuitive gestures
- Fingerprint scanning & facial recognition technology
- Operating system: Android
- Upgradeable memory
- Amazing camera